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ATTRIBUTE Co.

Paintings & Illustrations
MUSEUM No L.61 - 1862

The Regional
Blue Shield has conducted extensive missions to protect museums and
cultural assets in armed conflict, such as 2011 in Egypt and Libya, 2013
in Syria and 2014 in Mali and Iraq. During these operations, the looting
of the collection is to be prevented in particular.
"The new museum ... does not build on an educational superstition. It
examines its community's life first, and then straightway bends its
energies to supplying some the material which that community needs,
and to making that material's presence widely known, and to presenting it in such a way as to secure it for the maximum of use and the
maximum efficiency of that use."
The way that museums are planned and designed vary according to
what collections they house, but overall, they adhere to planning a
space that is easily accessed by the public and easily displays the
chosen artifacts. These elements of planning have their roots with
John Cotton Dana, who was perturbed at the historical placement of
museums outside of cities, and in areas that were not easily accessed
by the public, in gloomy European style buildings.

Some museum experiences
have very few or no artifacts and do not necessarily
call themselves museums,
and their mission reflects
this; the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles and the
National Constitution Center
in Philadelphia, being notable examples where there
are few artifacts, but strong,
memorable stories are told
or information is interpreted. In contrast, the United
States Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington,
D.C. uses many artifacts in
their memorable exhibitions.
Exhibition design has as

multitude of strategies,
theories, and methods
but two that embody
much of the theory and
dialogue surrounding
exhibition design are
the metonymy technique and the use of authentic artifacts to provide the historical narrative. Metonymy, or "the
substitution of the
name of an attribute or
adjunct for that of the
thing meant", is a technique used by many
museums but few as
heavily and as influentially as Holocaust museums.
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